
How is prejudice related to personal UNtruth? 
 
The word "prejudice" is made of "pre," meaning before, and a derivative of the word 

"judge." Together, "prejudice" means to judge in advance. In other words, "prejudice" means to 
judge someone or something before you possess a Truth-filled rationale for judging. 

Typically, we recognize prejudice, for example, against a religion, the color of a person's 
skin, or a way of life. The Supplemental Information Q&A concerning preferences and desires is 
also linked to this question. Often we are prejudice towards certain kinds of experiences that we 
prefer or do not prefer. This may sound normal, and in some ways it is. But, spiritually speaking 
our preferences can become issues with which Satan can attack us. In other words, the 
preferences around which our hearts are disturbed reveal prejudices against certain kinds of 
experiences God might actually want us to have for some reason. Obviously God's reason 
includes glorifying Him in some way, but there are other reasons we can discern if we transform 
our heart disturbance and focus on God's Truth about us instead. God often challenges us to give 
up certain preferences in trials. Feelings 101: Pain to Peace and the Scriptures caution against 
prejudging whenever heart disturbances are involved. Faith in God and trust are advised. This is 
because pre-judging focuses our conscious awareness out and away from the Spirit's message 
within our hearts, particularly the message that deals with inner change and growth in a given 
trial. 

Understanding the spiritual, personal and corrective value of heart disturbances has not 
been strongly embraced for thousands of years. Worldly cultures have influenced us to rely on 
the power of reasoning, even when Satan is in the process of attacking and influencing that 
reasoning! This does not mean using our brains is bad or evil. It simply means that strictly using 
our brains to try to discern what God is speaking to our hearts is an activity that leads us away 
from God. 

The forerunners to our Western culture (ancient Greeks, etc.) believed that the power of 
reason was the key to solving the problems mankind runs into when trying to figure out the best 
course of action to take. Specifically, they believed that making unemotional decisions hinged on 
thinking through problems to the "nth" degree. Today this influence dominates our culture's 
approach to decision making. In part it led to our tendency to try to control the emotional aspects 
of our hearts. This approach ignores the fact that the heart is woven into God's creation of 
humans and is designed to be heard, or at least transformed during trials! The heart, including 
our feelings and desires, is supposed to be part of a practical transformation process that 
facilitates godly decision-making and counterbalances unconscious thinking errors offered by 
Satan. 

Prejudice arises when we attempt to use the power of reason to interact in a relational 
world in various situations without reconciling our own relationship to our heart disturbances 
and the unconscious personal UNtruth associated with those disturbances. Simply put, prejudice 
happens when we are attacked by Satan and we place the responsibility for the heart disturbance 
completely on someone or something else. The unconscious rationale which supports prejudice 
is often complex and difficult to work unless we learn to intentionally listen to the Spirit with our 
own hearts. Even though certain state and federal laws (based on the power of reason) make 
some outward expressions of prejudice illegal, people are still prejudicial. Still, the painful heart 
disturbances associated with feeling prejudice toward someone or something always point to a 
desire that works to lead us into sin. 
 


